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Parsons Creek Aggregates (PCA)
is proposing to operate a new
limestone quarry north of Fort
PARSONS
McMurray. The mineral lease for
CREEK
the quarry includes land between
SITE
Highway 63 and the Athabasca
River. The quarry will produce
crushed limestone aggregate for
construction projects close to
Fort McMurray. These products
are in high demand for use
River
basca
Atha
in building roads, bridges, and
runways. Aggregate is also used in
other critical infrastructure products
63
that support Fort McMurray’s growth.
Once operating, the PCA quarry will
become the third major supplier of aggregates
in the region, and the closest to Fort McMurray.

Environmental Impact Assessment

The project is now in the final stages of the EIA
review process with Alberta Environment. An EIA and
associated AEPEA and Water Act applications were
submitted to Alberta Environment and the Natural
Resources Conservation Board in late June 2010. The
quarry footprint was reduced in 2010 to accommodate
Alberta Transportation’s plans for Highway 63 and a
new North Parsons interchange. The quarry will supply
aggregate to both government and private sector
projects and enjoy safe truck access to Highway 63 via
the new interchange.

WE EXPECT TO COMPLETE THE
EIA PROCESS IN 2012

Project Overview

A major advantage of the PCA quarry project is proximity
to Fort McMurray. A nearby source of construction
material is expected to reduce truck mileage on Highway
63 and result in lower combustion and greenhouse
gas emissions related to long-distance truck hauling.
The quarry will add an estimated 58 million tonnes of
aggregate to the market over its 40 year lifespan. The
total quarry area of 390 hectares would be progressively
operated and reclaimed in phases of 250 acres or less.
Best management practices for visual screening, noise
control and dust control will be implemented. PCA is
working with the municipality and nearby landowners
to ensure that quarry operations are compatible with
the adjacent highway interchange and existing or
planned nearby developments.
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Environmental & Reclamation Commitments

PCA has been working since 2006 to study the mineral lease
land and engage with stakeholders. Our aim has been to
design and operate a project that integrates seamlessly
with the community and the environment by responding
to the key ideas we’ve heard from stakeholders.
•

•

•
•

•

RMWB Council recognized the economic importance
of a local aggregate supply by approving our existing
sand and gravel operation and a 2006 Municipal
Development Plan amendment application in support
of our quarry application.
Some First Nation and aboriginal groups have
recommended that the north end of the quarry
lease be reclaimed for traditional uses and replanted
natural landscapes. PCA will use proven reclamation
techniques to reclaim quarry areas as freshwater
ponds, wetlands, meadows, grasslands and shrubs.
Natural area buffers will be protected by operating
setbacks along the Athabasca River and Highway 63.
The Athabasca River is a precious part of the regional
ecosystem. PCA’s plans will ensure that no water is
taken directly from the river or released directly to the
river. Surface and groundwater that enters the quarry
will be recirculated and monitored for quality prior to
release to the river.
The RMWB designated the quarry lease property as
Parks and Recreation District to reserve the area for
future riverbank recreational activities for urban
and regional residents and visitors. The south end of
the quarry lease is adjacent to highway, interchange
and urban industrial areas where future riverbank
recreational use would be appropriate. There are
interesting examples of quarry projects throughout
North America that have been successfully reclaimed
for public recreational uses.

The PCA quarry project provides an
opportunity for sustainable economic
development and for permanent riverbank
recreational areas and natural areas as
an amenity for urban and regional residents.
We have found significant support for
this vision and hope to include a broad
range of stakeholders as we move forward
with the project.

For Further Information
For further information please call Ron or Liisa at
1.800.404.4763 (toll free) or 403.692.4544 (direct).
Visit www.parsonscreekresources.com
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